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We are Hiring---DevOps EngineerAbout the CompanyEvolversTech is a software house,

established in 2010 by young enthusiastic professionals, and is based in Lahore, Pakistan.Ever

since its inception, it has been focused on providing quality outsourced technology services to its

local and international clients. We leverage cutting edge technology to give life to your

dreams and aspirations!Our expertise is diverse. We have developed solutions ranging from

desktop applications to the ones targeted for mobile devices. We believe in evolving and

adapting to the latest trends, over the years this approach has not only seasoned us in

the old technologies but has also made us proficient in latest technologies.Job

Description:Ability to use a wide variety of open source technologies and cloud services

(experience with #AWS is required)Strong background in #Linux/Unix_AdministrationBuild tools

to reduce occurrences of errors and improve customer experienceStrong experience with

#NoSQL (ElasticSearch), #SQL (MySQL) (We also use #Redis)A working understanding of

code and script (Python, Shell, and/or Ruby)Work closely with the development team to

integrate new deployment processes and strategiesDevelop software to

#integrate_with_internal_back_end_systemsPerform root cause analysis for production

errorsInvestigate and resolve technical issuesDeploy updates and fixesAssists in diagnosing

and solving production issuesDevelop scripts to automate visualizationExperience

monitoring complex cloud based applications for errors and performance.Design procedures

for system troubleshooting and maintenanceProduction Ops engineering on a data

processing/mining product is a plusRequired SkillsWeb DevelopmentWorking Hours:

MORNING SHIFTQualification Required: INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
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